


Read the following sentence and determine whether there is an 

error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. 

If the sentence is error-free, select 'No Error' as your answer. 



The massacre in (A) Jallianwala Bagh was 

savage, (B) hundreds of people (C) lose their 

lives that day. (D) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. No Error



The rich is usually the most (A) arrogant and 

haughty type, for (B) they love to look down upon 

those (C) who are not as fortunate as them. (D) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. No Error



Reading storybooks and watching movies- is/(A) 

my two favourite hobbies- and these two/(B)

hobbies have helped me prosper more/(C) as an 

individual and be a better person. (D) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. No Error



The committee have asked the Supervisor/(A) to 

report the exact details of last night's incident/(B)

in the warehouse and what led them/(C) to fight 

amongst themselves yesterday. (D) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. No Error



We work hard so (A) that we should please (B) 

our CEO to promote us to the post of Manager (C) 

or at least a raise would be nice for a change . (D) 

1. A

2. B

3. C

4. D

5. No Error



In the following sentence, some parts have been printed in 

bold. One of the bold parts is incorrectly spelt. Pick up that 

part and choose its number. If there is no error in the bold 

parts, choose option 5- no error as the answer.



And, while many of these mysterious goings-on 

have logical explanations, others remain 

stubbornly unsolved sparking curiosty. 

1. Mysterious 

2. Explanations

3. Stubbornly 

4. Curiosty

5. No error



The urgency of the need for stimilating demand 

is something that the policymakers cannot see, 

or perhaps refuse to admit that it can be a 

solution.

1. urgency 

2. stimilating

3. policymakers 

4. refuse 

5. none of these



The war-torn economy will take an immense time to 

recover from the infrastrctural damages.

1. Economy 

2. Immense 

3. Recover 

4. Infrastrctural

5. No error 



Her development as an artist, is noted for the debate

about women, women's writing and sexual difference

in the Victorian period. 

1. Development

2. Debate 

3. Writing

4. Difference

5. No error. 



The high court, in seeming haste, agreed to hear a plea 

by the Central Beaureau of Investigation against the 

TMC leaders

1. court

2. haste

3. Beaureau

4. Investigation 

5. no error



The question below contains five scattered segments of a 

sentence. Indicate the sequence which correctly assembles 

the segments and completes the sentence.



A.  much more into the battle

B.  the lips, but the infant throws

C.  as adults, we may

D.  our mood by a mere twist of

E.  be able to convey

1. ABDCE

2. BCEDA

3. DEACB

4. CEDBA

5. CBDEA



A. a higher percentage 

B. of heart attacks occurs

C. in cold weather and more

D. people experience heart failure on

E. Monday than on any other day of the week

1. BCDEA

2. DEABC

3. CBEAD

4. ABCDE

5. DCBEA



A. in 1990, is turning out to be a goldmine for the 

B. archaeologists from the Glasgow University 

C. a 500-year-old ancient  

D. drain in Scotland, which

E. lay undisturbed until its discovery

1. DEACB

2. ABCED

3. BCDEA

4. EDCAB

5. CDEAB



A. will be successful only

B. if the middlemen in the

C. all measures to curb inflation

D. carrying out their nefarious activities

E. supply chain are barred from

1. CABED

2. ADCEB

3. DECAB

4. BEACD

5. CEBAD



The passage given contains blanks, choose the best choice in 

each case from the words in the options and mark your answer 

accordingly.



Suppose you put $ 100 in a savings account that earns 10% interest each year, after five 

years how much will you have? This was a question posed in a multiple‐choice quiz by 

Standard and Poor's, a rating agency. The answers ___(1)___ were "less than $150", 

"exactly $150" and "more than $150". The intention was to test whether respondents 

____(2)___ compound interest, in addition to basic mathematics. Alas, not that many did: 

just one‐third of them answered three out of five similar multiple‐choice questions

____(3)___. Scandinavians are the most financially literate: 70% were able to answer 

three questions; the corresponding figure for Angolans and Albanians was 15%. While 

education plays a large role in ____(4)___ financial literacy, the link with GDP per 

person is also remarkably strong. Research shows that in developed countries, knowledge

____(5)___ a U shaped curve with middle-aged adults performing best while in 

developing countries financial literacy is best among the young. But worryingly many 

countries remain in a 1960s time warp.



The answers ___(1)___ were "less than $150", "exactly 

$150" and "more than $150". 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 1.

1. volunteer

2. suggest

3. proffered

4. compromised

5. guessing



The intention was to test whether respondents 

____(2)___ compound interest, in addition to basic 

mathematics. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 2.

1. familiar

2. comprehension

3. valued

4. decide

5. understood



Alas, not that many did: just one‐third of them 

answered three out of five similar multiple‐choice 

questions ____(3)___. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 3.

1. truthfully

2. correctly

3. flawless

4. precisely

5. instead



While education plays a large role in ____(4)___ 

financial literacy, the link with GDP per person is 

also remarkably strong. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 4.

1. standard

2. determining

3. shape

4. discovering

5. participating



Research shows that in developed countries, 

knowledge ____(5)___ a U shaped curve with middle-

aged adults performing best while in developing 

countries financial literacy is best among the young. 

Select The most appropriate option to fill in blank 

number 5.

1. gained 

2. abides

3. follows

4. create

5. develops
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